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Summary
Modern photojournalism was born in Weimer Germany and refugee photojour-
nalists (photo reporters and photo editors) imported this innovative media into 
1930s Britain. British photojournalism can be regarded as one of the most impor-
tant media offering a new perspective on the representation of working class or 
British ‘others’ to the people who shared the ‘democratic’ culture of 1930s Britain. 
In this paper I will show what were the politics of British photojournalism, partic-
ularly Stefan Lorant’s Picture Post, from its founding in 1938, as manifested in 
word and image, in its editorial outlook and in its presentation of the surrounding 
world. Documentary photography, which was constructed by Picture Post, visual-
ly developed a rhetoric of the ‘ordinary’, which was part of the documentary 
mode as a whole in 1930s Britain. Within this rhetoric, there was a focus on ordi-
nary people and their daily realities as a subject worthy of observation and atten-
tion.
Keywords
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‘In periods of rapid social change’, A.C.H. Smith maintains, ‘the press per-
forms a significant role as a social educator . . . By its selectivity, emphasis, 
treatment and presentation, the press interprets [the] process of social 
change.’1）  If, as Smith contends, the press educates its readers as it enter-
tains and informs them, Picture Post’s most important political and social 
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function consisted in its weekly examination of the various cultural and so-
cial activities of Britain during the Slump and World War Two. In this paper, 
however, I will look only at the pre-war years of Picture Post, for I want to fo-
cus on the strategies of persuasion which documentary developed for an in-
ternal audience before the advent of the war turned it into a medium for pro-
jecting propaganda to the rest of the world. In other words, I think it can be 
shown that prior to the war, documentary images directed arguments to the 
British people about how they should see themselves and their community. 
Susan Sontag stresses the role of the photograph in ‘the didactic cultivation 
of perception, independent of notions about what is worth perceiving’. Ac-
cording to her, cameras did not simply make it possible to comprehend more 
by seeing. They changed seeing itself by fostering the idea of seeing for see-
ing’s sake.2）  These visual presentations addressed the problems of how to 
see and how to be seen in a period of epistemological and social flux in 
which, as George Orwell says, ‘None of the old classifications will fit’.3）  I will 
look at British documentary photography via Picture Post as a framework for 
working out problems of identity, knowledge, and community in the 1930s. 
Firstly, I will examine the introduction of photojournalism to Britain by Ste-
fan Lorant. Secondly, I will show how he, as the chief editor of Picture Post, 
tried to instruct its audience for one thing how to recognize documentary as 
distinct from other forms of representation, and for another how to recog-
nise a new political and social vision for the nation around the idea of ‘ordi-
nary English people’ using a strategy of visual inclusiveness. In doing so, 
Picture Post was inventing a kind of ‘family album’ for England.
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[1] Stefan Lorant in Weimer Germany
1. Lorant as a creative editor
Born in Budapest in 1901, Stefan Lorant came from a Hungarian Jewish 
middle-class family. His father, as a young man, worked in newspapers and 
after his marriage he became manager of Erdélyi, the prominent photo-
graphic studio in Budapest which catered for the royal family and the aris-
tocracy. With the surrender of the Hungarian government to fascism in 1919, 
Lorant left for Czechoslovakia. There he was helped by Franz Kafka to find a 
job playing the violin in a movie house orchestra. Before long, he moved to 
Vienna and began work as a stills photographer for a Hungarian filmmaker. 
During the day he made photographs in the studio and at night he studied 
the intricacies of the movie camera. At 19 years of age, Lorant became 
known as a leading cameraman in Europe with his first film, The Life of Mo-
zart. Over the next few years, he developed skills as a scriptwriter and direc-
tor as well, and made a total of 14 films between Vienna and Berlin.
In 1925, Lorant left filmmaking and began a career in journalism by writ-
ing articles for various newspapers in Berlin. Appointed chief editor of a Mu-
nich weekly in 1928, he was responsible for creating the Münchner Illustri-
er te Presse. Under his editorship the paper became the first modern 
photojournalistic paper in the world, with a weekly circulation of 750,000. 
When the Nazis invaded Bavaria in 1933, Lorant’s political commentaries en-
raged Hitler, who ordered him to be taken into ‘protective custody.’ No rea-
son was given for his imprisonment. Perhaps the reason was that Münchner 
Illustrierte Presse was the most serious rival in Bavaria to Hitler’s Völkischer 
Baobachter.4）  Six and a half months later, the Hungarian government suc-
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ceeded in obtaining his release and he returned to Budapest, where he be-
gan editing the Sunday supplement of Pesti Napló, the city’s leading newspa-
per. Based on his prison experience, Lorant wrote I Was Hitler’s Prisoner and 
when it was ready for publication by the spring of 1934, Lorant left Budapest 
for London.5）  One reason why he chose Britain was to find an English pub-
lisher. Another reason was, as we shall discuss later, his personal longing for 
and trust in this country. Consequently, first published in April 1935, I Was 
Hitler’s Prisoner was serialised in the late 1930s in the Sunday Express and 
the News Chronicle;  called ‘the most moving book that has come out of Nazi 
Germany’, and with the claim that ‘his book will live longer than Hitler’s Ger-
many’,6）  it had record sales as a Penguin Special in 1939.7）  By then, of 
course, Lorant was also the editor of one of the most popular and innovative 
picture weeklies in Britain, Picture Post.
2. Münchner Illustrierte Presse
A short examination of Münchner Illustrierte Presse is useful to the study 
of Picture Post and its place in Britain. Stefan Lorant was chief editor of 
Münchner Illustrierte Presse from 1930 to 1933;  Picture Post’s principal pho-
tographers, Hans Bauman (Felix H. Man) and Kurt Hubschmann (Kurt Hut-
ton) learned their craft at the Münchner Illustrierte Presse and other Weimar 
‘Illustrierten’. There are direct stylistic links as well. In Picture Post, the for-
mat, variously titled ‘photo-story’, ‘photo-series’ or ‘photo-essay’ (a se-
quence of photographs which tell a story visually and are accompanied by a 
minimum of explanatory text), first explored by Lorant and others in the ‘Il-
lustrierten’, is finally perfected. A communality of theme, of story ideas, also 
relates the illustrated magazines of Weimar in the 1920s and Picture Post in 
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the late 1930s and 1940s;  many of the photo-essays which appeared in Pic-
ture Post are re-workings of Weimar photo-essays in more sophisticated, i.e. 
more purely visual, form.8） 
The social and political function of the illustrated magazine is significant. 
One conception of the illustrated magazine as a social and political commen-
tary is evident in the range of Weimar ‘Illustrierten’ during the ‘golden age 
of photojournalism’, 1926-1933. This, by far the most prevalent, is the con-
cept of the apolitical mass-circulation urban weekly, such as the Münchner 
Illustrierte Presse and the Berliner Illustrierte Zeitung. Avoiding all but the 
most banal of political stands, this brand of illustrated magazine presented 
its readers with a glittering, fast-paced world, a world of nightclubs, theatre 
openings, fashion, bicycle races, celebrities and exotica. Representing a mid-
dle-class fantasy world of entertainment, consumption and travel, the apoliti-
cal illustrated magazines may be justly labelled ‘bourgeois’—they depict a 
socially and culturally specific sphere of activity. While Kurt Korff, the Edi-
tor-in-chief of the Berliner Illustrierte Zeitung, had invented the ‘ultra-secret’ 
and ‘unique’ photographs which occasionally required wiliness not always 
consistent with the truth, Lorant absolutely refused to accept posed photo-
graphs but preferred to develop the idea of the photo-story.
Münchner Illustrierte Presse explored much of the technological potential 
of photography. The magazine attempted to educate its reader’s eyes and to 
develop an entire psychology of vision and a cult of observing. One part of 
this visual education was the photo-essay or photograph depicting crowds 
or famous individuals watching something, which may or may not be in 
frame:  the ‘observers observed’ motif. This motif encompasses photographs 
of children eyes aglow, watching a puppet show;  crowd reactions at a horse 
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race;  and Stanley Baldwin and Sir Samuel Hoare watching an air show.9）  
These photo-essays or photographs suggest that all men are spectators of 
one sort or another:  only the observed object changes. In fact, that object is 
less important that the act of seeing. One’s reaction is usually the same:  
open-mouthed awe.
Another aspect of the Münchner Illustrierte Presse’s education of the sens-
es was its stress on perspective and visual tricks. ‘Are Photos Documents?’ 
was the title of an early page on trick photography.10）  The objectivity of pho-
tography was thrown into doubt by lessons revealing possibilities of individ-
ual taste, as well as distortion or manipulation. One such lesson appeared 
beneath the title ‘Vier Photographen sehen eine Frau’:  different views of the 
same model demonstrate, the text concludes, in a German play on words, 
‘that the photographic lens. . . is not objective’ [das photographische Objec-
tiv . . . nicht Objectiv ist].11）  Photography allowed the reader literally to see 
life from perspectives other than his own.
We must not forget, however, that not a little influence on Lorant’s photo-
story and German photojournalism came from Hungarian photojournalism. 
For example, Lorant’s uncle had been editor of Érdekes Újság, one of the 
most influential illustrated magazines in Hungary. Lorant was very familiar 
with the lighthearted popular Hungarian magazine, and this helped him to 
transform his German periodical into something more vivid and informed 
than its more stodgy origins. To give another instance, Kurt Korff, the very 
picture conscious editor-in-chief of Berliner Illustrierte Zeitung, hired Mar-
tin Munkacsi as his star photographer. As a matter of fact, Munkacsi was the 
only staff photographer on any of the ten or twelve illustrated weeklies 
which were flourishing in Germany at the time. Most of them were founded 
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after 1928, when the wave of new photojournalism got into its swing. 
Munkacsi had done a few photo reports before, when he worked in Buda-
pest for Az Est and Pesti Napló. Excellent photo-stories were also published 
in Hungary by Karel Escher, who was a true ‘first’.12） 
The Münchner Illustrierte Presse is the functional model of Weimar ‘Illus-
trierten’:  it offered an unconscious, mythological representation of the bour-
geois social and cultural sphere. However, though its political view was ‘a 
distrust of National-Socialism’ which was shared by most of the big German 
newspapers, Münchner Illustrierte Presse was not a political newspaper;  it 
had been ‘strictly neutral’ and had represented events ‘in a purely unbiased 
manner’.13）  Though this magazine fundamentally aimed to shape its readers’ 
behaviour and patterns of thought, it failed to communicate essential infor-
mation about how readers should behave and think politically. Of course 
there were plenty of photo-essays about politicians and politics, but their 
emphasis is not on the subject of the debate or on the nature of the discus-
sion, but on the hiatuses in political activity.14）  The photographers’ eye for 
the humanity of the politician, demonstrating the basic anti-political nature 
of the magazine, led them away from the intellectual illumination of the read-
ers towards concern with the physical. Consequently the viewpoints chosen 
were more often than not ‘human’ (in the journalistic sense) or sentimental. 
What is absent from the political candid camera stories is, in short, politics. 
Lorant has argued that he did not identify with any political group—his was 
a politics of fairness and decency.15）  In the final years of Weimar, ‘human de-
cency’ provided neither a goal for political action nor a defence against politi-
cal extremism. In 1933 Lorant was jailed;  his ordeal, recalled in I Was Hit-
ler’s Prisoner, is made more poignant by Lorant’s helplessness.
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Lorant reflects later that what made him gravitate toward Britain after his 
release was his belief in Britain as country of democracy. He recalls:
‘it was a longing to the people to whom personal liberty is the most sa-
cred possession—the people that stands in a body behind each of its citi-
zens, that will not tolerate interference with the freedom of its sons by 
any country in the world. The solidarity of the English people, the dis-
tinctive quality of their thought, their superiority, their conception of the 
gentleman, make them the guardians of civilisation in Europe’.16） 
As we shall discuss below, Lorant’s three photo-magazines in Britain com-
bined qualities characteristic of the Münchner Illustrierte Presse. Further-
more, while perfecting photo-stories and the ‘Observers Observed’ motif, 
Lorant sharpened his views about anti-Fascism and democracy and reflected 
them in the pages of these magazines. He attempted to expand the self-con-
ception of the British people and stimulate their social conscience.
[2] Lorant in London
1. Weekly Illustrated:  ‘the family paper that women most enjoy’
When Lorant arrived in London in 1934, his name was well known in jour-
nalistic circles. ‘I didn’t come to England as an unknown person, starting a 
career’, he states. ‘I came . . . as one of the best editors in Europe, [in] Ger-
many’.17）  Within a week of his arrival, he was asked by Odhams Press, the 
publishers of some 50 magazines, to start Weekly Illustrated as the successor 
to Clarion. Weekly Illustrated was the first popular illustrated paper in Eng-
land and a model for American picture magazines such as Life and Look. Fe-
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lix Man, a German refugee photographer who had worked with Lorant on 
the Münchner Illustrierte Presse, on Weekly Illustrated, Lilliput and later Pic-
ture Post, has stated that it was due to Weekly Illustrated that photojournalism 
was introduced to Britain. At the time, photojournalism did not exist in Eng-
land;  the Continental method of the photo-essay was unknown, and there 
were no illustrated weeklies of the Continental type. ‘Until today’, he writes, 
‘the importance of Weekly Illustrated as a picture magazine has yet to be as-
sessed’.18）  Tom Hopkinson, the second editor of Picture Post, considers 
Weekly Illustrated ‘photojournalism’s forgotten pioneer’.19）  In World’s Press 
News and Advertisers’ Review, there is an article about the launching of Week-
ly Illustrated, under the title of ‘Odhams to Publish an All-picture Weekly:  
“Weekly Illustrated” to appear in July’. In this article we can infer that the ad-
vertising industry also paid attention to the ‘“Revolutionary” Style’ of the 
magazine:  ‘Its make-up and contents will be different from anything yet at-
tempted in this country, and, in fact, the new paper may fairly be described 
as something revolutionary in British journalism. All-picture weeklies, or 
periodicals in which pictures predominate, are extremely popular in a num-
ber of countries on the Continent, and in view of the fact another all-picture 
British weekly, to be called View, was last week announced for early publica-
tion, it seems that British publishers are taking up this market seriously’.20）  
Working with Man, Kurt Hutton and British photojournalists, Lorant intend-
ed to create a British ‘Illustrierte’, actually an improvement on his own expe-
rience of the Weimar original. It was, Lorant asserts, ‘a new creation’ in Brit-
ish publishing.21） 
As in Münchner Illustrierte Presse, Weekly Illustrated included plenty of 
photo-essays using the Observer-Observed motif. On the one hand, most 
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objects which observers were looking at were various kinds of entertain-
ments such as Wimbledon tennis, girls swimming and the Royal Family. On 
the other hand, some of them were about working-class life in England and 
Wales, where a distinct group of documentary photographers such as Bill 
Brandt and James Jarché featured working-class people in poverty. These 
special features perhaps represent Lorant’s political stance, developed after 
he came to England, but basically the magazine’s policy was consistently 
‘Home-appeal’ and its target was woman (and man waiting for her).22）  Per-
haps the reason of the weaving of the viewpoint was the editorship;  who di-
rected the magazine still remains a subject of controversy. Tom Hopkinson 
was caption writer and editorial assistant. Assisting whom is the question. 
Hopkinson asserts that while Lorant was the visual and conceptual genius 
behind Weekly Illustrated, the magazine’s ‘first, and indeed its only, editor’ 
was Maurice Cowan, editor of Odhams’ film fan journal, Picturegoer.23）  
Man’s account hints at the same confusion at the top. While he recalls Lorant 
‘at the helm of this new paper,’ he also remembers that ‘Odhams did not ap-
point him editor’. In Lilliput and Picture Post, Lorant would not allow this sit-
uation of dependence to be repeated.
When it began publication, World’s Press News registered the popular ex-
citement which it generated. ‘“Weekly Illustrated,” Britain’s first and only 
news-picture weekly of its kind, has achieved a unique position . . . The 
“news-in-pictures” idea has caught on and has especially captured the wom-
en’.24）  Other articles say, ‘Once upon a time the first reading of all papers 
and journals that came to a home was man’s prerogative. The advent of 
“Weekly Illustrated” has created the exception to the rule. Because it is the 
paper women most enjoy it is the one for which men must wait. Thus we get 
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quite a new angle on things – the woman’s keenness whets the man’s appe-
tite. Every page gets One Hundred per cent attention from both’.25）  Judged 
‘the family paper that women most enjoy’, its initial print order of 237,000 for 
its first issue (July 7, 1934) soon climbed to 285,000.26） 
2. Lilliput
In 1937, Lorant founded another example of modern Continental journal-
ism in Britain, this time the pocket-sized humour and literary review. Lilli-
put, unlike Weekly Illustrated, was independently financed;  Lorant founded 
Pocket Publications, Ltd. in the spring of 1937 on limited funds. When he 
started Lilliput in July 1937, Lorant planned ‘for the first time an intelligent 
magazine for intelligent people, at a popular price’.27）  Lilliput was a critical 
and commercial success:  ‘almost disgracefully competent magazine journal-
ism’, as World’s Press News’s ‘Bookstall Man’ judged it in 1938.28）  Like Uhu, 
its Weimar predecessor, Lilliput combined short stories, satirical sketches 
and essays with trenchant illustrations and photographs. A 1938 advertise-
ment in its ‘brother’ journal, Picture Post, boasted that each number of Lilli-
put contained ‘twenty. . . short stories and articles, over fifty pictures by the 
world’s finest photographers, [and] a dozen cartoons and coloured repro-
ductions of great paintings’.29）  Lilliput asked for contributions from London’s 
refugee community—Man, Heartfueld and Toller, among others.
Lilliput was, above all, a humour magazine, and its reputation rested se-
curely on Lorant’s famous ‘comparison photographs’, which were photo-
graphic juxtapositions like those which he had explored in the Münchner Il-
lustrierte Presse. Now Lorant honed his technique to satiric acerbity. Though 
there is no evidence to confirm the fact, it is likely that Lorant was conscious 
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of the origin of the name Lilliput—Gulliver’s island of ‘Lilliput’ island as a 
satire of England, as well as an allusion to the magazine’s format. ‘New, ar-
resting, startlingly funny’, the ‘comparison photographs’ juxtaposed Neville 
Chamberlain and a llama (one notorious example) or the head of Gracie 
Fields and a medieval sculpture of an angel. Humorous comparison photos 
such as these were sufficient to enrage Chamberlain and others.30）  Lilliput 
prided itself on its visual humour which was at once ‘concise, apt and astrin-
gent’. More often than not politically calm, the ‘comparison photographs’ 
could serve as open-ended social critique. ‘Two little pictorial satires will 
have been especially welcome—the beggar asleep in a street facing the 
hoarded gold of the Bank of France, the lined faces of a multimillionaire and 
an aged peasant’.31） 
In September 1938, Lilliput sold a record 175,000 copies on the strength of 
what an admiring ‘Swaff’ deemed ‘its very strong anti-Dictator policy’.32）  It 
was for the laughter which it inspired and its anti-fascism that Lilliput is re-
membered. Lilliput’s success cemented Lorant’s reputation as a ‘journalistic 
genius’. Within four years of his arrival, Lorant had founded two successful 
picture magazines and verified his European reputation as ‘the greatest lay-
out artist in modern photojournalism’, a man with an ‘optical imagination’ 
and the courage to use it.33） 
3. Picture Post
Lorant’s creation of Picture Post was a continuation of his work on publica-
tions in Germany, Hungary and England. Financed by barrister-cum-pub-
lisher Edward Hulton, Hulton’s National Weekly:  Picture Post was born on 1 
October 1938. For the first eighteen months, Lorant was absolute editor;  he 
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himself took charge of the picture side of the venture and recruited Tom 
Hopkinson (the assistant editor of Weekly Illustrated) as assistant editor in 
charge of text. Lorant brought with him two outstanding cameramen, Felix 
Mann and Kurt Hutton, both German refugees, who, like Lorant, were thor-
oughly familiar with the revolution in photojournalism pioneered in Germa-
ny in the inter-war period. From the very first issue the British public whole-
heartedly embraced the magazine. It outstripped its initial print run of 
750,000 to peak in the summer of 1939 at a circulation of 1.7 million, though 
it was estimated to have been read by half the population.
Picture Post’s first anniversary issue, dated October 7, 1939, contained a 
powerful and brief statement of its fundamental editorial views and aims. En-
titled ‘Between a Crisis and a War’, the statement is a useful outline of the 
magazine’s principles. Moreover, it is evidence that the myth of Picture Post 
as a populist journal was already developing.
In the days when the paper was still being planned, there were four 
things—four principles—on which everyone concerned with the new 
publication agreed. The first was fixed belief in the intelligence of the or-
dinary man and woman . . . .
Secondly, in Picture Post we planned to use, more fully than had ever 
been done before, the technique of telling stories in pictures . . .
Thirdly . . . the newspaper should be a real force on the side of democra-
cy and against totalitarianism . . . . From the very first number, often in 
the face of much criticism, Picture Post set out to show Nazism as it 
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is . . . .
The fourth principle we had in mind grows out of the first three. It was 
the belief that what the ordinary man does—his work, the way he lives, 
his appearance, tastes and habits—are interesting in themselves, and 
are infinitely more worth photographing and setting down than the lives 
and habits of the few thousand who pass under the curious title of ‘Soci-
ety’. . . We had in mind the first principle of a democratic paper—that it 
should support the oppressed. And present the case of those who could 
not present their case themselves . . . .34） 
Picture Post’s four principles are useful to judge its pre-war issues. What is 
interesting is the magazine’s capacity simultaneously to address its multiple 
concerns. As Sean Kenneth Smith argues, Picture Post’s degree of anti-fas-
cism abroad was the concomitant of its domestic politics;  Lorant and the 
magazine’s ‘unhesitating, outspoken opposition to dictatorship’ yielded 
equally outspoken stands on the Chamberlain Government and the growing 
war effort.35）  Another interesting editorial nexus is the conjunction of the 
magazine’s photographic technique, its democratic politics and its concern 
with the life and habits of the ‘ordinary man’. We see this in Lorant’s re-
sponse to a reader’s letter in Picture Post which challenged Lorant’s editorial 
policies. The writer of the letter, who signs himself William Freeman, writes:  
‘As a journalist and author of 35 years’ experience, I am moved to astonish-
ment at the presentation week after week of pages and pages of totally un-
known, totally undistinguished and, worst of all—totally uninteresting peo-
ple, plus the added infliction of the photos being repulsively inartistic’. 
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Lorant’s response to the letter was that that he saw this as ‘a vital point at is-
sue’. He continued;  ‘Picture Post firmly believes in the ordinary man and 
woman;  thinks they have had no fair share in picture journalism:  believes 
their faces are more striking, their lives and doings more full of interest than 
those of the people whose faces and activities cram the ordinary picture pa-
pers’.36）  This started a controversy. In the next issue many readers sent let-
ters disagreeing with Freeman, and one reader wrote that ‘A number of 
friends and myself heartily disagree with Mr. William Freeman, maybe be-
cause we are “totally unknown, totally undistinguished” and, perhaps, even 
“totally uninteresting”’.37） 
Picture Post’s innovation rests on its purposeful crafting of new political 
categories and tropes. By sending its photographers across Britain, it discov-
ered a whole field of rich subject matter. Moreover, it succeeded in capturing 
this material in novel ways, ways which sidestepped the increasingly obso-
lete political formulations of the late 1930s. In Picture Post Lorant attempted 
to teach the British people not only how to see, but how to see themselves. 
The way in which this new tool of self-examination and self-apprehension 
developed political ramifications is the subject of this section.
Picture Post, like the Weimar ‘Illustrierten’ before it, relished the visual 
spectacle of modernity and photography’s unique capability to capture it. 
Picture Post certainly recognised the primacy of the ‘scoop’. Lorant’s Weekly 
Illustrated, it will be remembered, laid claim to the ‘scoop’, ‘original camera-
slants on the strange new world in which we live, a world in which there are 
sixty minutes in an hour, and every minute filled with action’.38）  Picture Post 
was no different. Its first issue featured six stop-action photographs of a 
dancer under the title:  ‘Hold That, says the camera’. ‘With the aid of the 
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camera’, the caption says, ‘[the photographer] can pin time down, record 
and preserve it, just as the etymologist does with the butterfly’.39）  In the 
same issue, another one-page piece on the ‘Scoop’ emphasized the press 
photographer’s liking for ‘something exciting’. ‘The careers of all the out-
standing men have been built up on their ability to get “scoops”—to make 
their way in where other men could not get, to take pictures where other 
men would not dare, and, equally important, a kind of happy knack of being 
in a position from which pictures can be got at a moment when something 
surprising happens’.40）  Over the text a trick photograph of a car is apparently 
positioned in the process of losing a front wheel, its blurred form hurtling 
towards the camera. The scientific, sociological possibilities of photography 
were alternated with its illusory, dramatic side.
Lorant’s Picture Post was aware not only of their ability to trick and to en-
tertain their readers, but also of their responsibility to educate their senses 
as well.41）  The methods behind trick photographs were commonly revealed, 
the readers’ perceptions first being teased, then corrected. Picture Post care-
fully attempted to teach the British public how to interpret photographs—
seemingly unrecognisable pictures of oddly-shaped plants bore simple ex-
planatory captions such as ‘I am a lettuce’ or ‘This Beautiful Flower is an 
Onion’.42）  The technique behind the magazine’s photographs were also re-
vealed. A photo-essay on dog-racing featured a discussion of rapid expo-
sures;  Felix Man’s secret shots of a café crowd (‘With the Candid Camera in 
the Café of Artists’) concluded with a photograph of the ‘candid cameraman’ 
and two of his ‘failures’ under the caption:  ‘And this is how these pictures 
were taken’.43）  Coming in the magazine’s first months of publication, these 
explanatory, self-revelatory photo-essays point up Picture Post’s determina-
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tion to lay bare the inner working of photography and picture magazines to 
its readers, to demonstrate the wonderful possibilities of this new medium to 
the British.
Picture Post’s education of the senses extended to making readers con-
scious of themselves as viewers. As he had in Münchner Illustrierte Presse, 
Lorant featured several photo-essays on the theme of the observer ob-
served. Photographs of individuals or crowds watching a concert, a football 
match, or a puppet show were common enough. From its first issue, howev-
er, to borrow Sean Kenneth Smith’s phrase, ‘Picture Post twisted this regular 
figure into a hermeneutic puzzle’.44）  The observed object was often con-
cealed, leaving a series of shots of people looking . . . at what ?  A photo-es-
say in the second issue is a good example. Under the title:  ‘What Are They 
Looking At?  A Flying Zebra?  A Collision?’, Lorant included ten photographs 
of people gazing out of frame, curious. Imaginary captions (‘Phew, I say. 
Look what’s going on through there . . . That makes you think, doesn’t it?’) 
further teased readers. Turning to the end of the magazine to discover the 
answer to the title query, the reader encountered the object of the crowd’s 
curiosity:  a construction site.45）  The early months of the magazine featured 
several essays such as this, of crowds viewing obscure objects, the identity 
of which is revealed in the end. ‘What d’you think . . . they’re looking at?’ 
concerned grim-faced bobbies attempting to hold back a crowd of excited, 
unruly schoolchildren from some attraction. The text increased reader curi-
osity:  ‘Far up the road is the sound of cheering. Surely they must be coming 
now. They are. It is. At last! H. .U. .R. .R. .A. .Y!’ A quick fillip to page 70 re-
vealed the Queen Mother’s procession. Another essay pursued the same 
theme of the incongruity of observers and their object. ‘Three Guesses . . . 
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what they are looking at’ depicted small groupings of gentlemen in evening 
dress staring intently, not as expected at a play or an art auction, but at a 
boxing match at the National Sporting Club.46）  The observer observed motif 
taught that we are all spectators in a modern, urban world filled with events 
and entertainments and that it is the act of observation which characterises 
modernity.
In the Münchner Illustrierte Presse the motif of the moral ambiguity and 
political disengagement of the observer left it helpless. In its early issues, 
Picture Post skilfully expanded the possibilities of the motif. Perhaps due to 
its birth at a time of crisis, or due to Lorant’s disgust with Hitler, Picture Post 
recognised that the signal spectacle of the mid-century was politics.47）  Far 
more crucial as objects of modern observation. Münchner Illustrierte’s sto-
ries on Mussolini, Hitler and the Genf Conference were suggestions of this 
ultimate realization. Picture Post, however, pressed the public fascination 
with political events a step further. It showed the British public not only wit-
nessing but actively participating in politics.
A critical essay in the development of the motif of the observer-participant 
came in the very first issue of the magazine. The first picture in this issue 
was a full-page photograph entitled:  ‘The Fateful Moment:  The Issue Be-
tween Peace and War is Presented’. The photo shows a group of men look-
ing over a document. The caption below the photograph reads:  ‘Inside the 
Conference room at Godesberg, Hitler presents the map of Czechoslovakia, 
redrawn as he would like to have it, to the British Prime Minister’. This pho-
tograph is followed in the next two pages by a photo-spread of onlookers 
staring anxiously at a closed door. The title of this photo-story, ‘The World 
Looks at No.10’ informs the reader that these people are looking at the en-
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trance to the Prime Minister’s residence, the symbol of English politics. Lo-
rant presented roughly a dozen photographs (taken by Man and Hutton) of 
people of various classes and ages:  there are young people, old people, men, 
women, businessmen, working-class men and so on.
The curious gazes captured here might belong to any observer essay;  the 
text is a seemingly irrelevant, banal history of the building. What differenti-
ate ‘The World Looks at No.10’ are the layout and the captions. Rather than 
the usual page-flipping surprise, an arrow just across the second page indi-
cates the object observed, the door which thousands gaze at and determined 
opinions about the Crisis. The crowd is never a faceless mob;  it is shown, in-
stead, as a gathering of individuals with a shared concern, ‘a people’ instead 
of a ‘mass’ or ‘mob’. Under each photograph is a caption which expresses 
what the editor imagines to be the anxiety, uncertainty and curiosity of the 
people pictured above:  a pipe-smoking working man thinks, ‘Twenty years 
ago we thought we’d finished with it’, while another ponders, ‘. . . And we 
have to do the fighting’. Imaginary voices are shown to be actual in another 
photograph in which an elderly, well-dressed woman talks with a man over 
the caption:  ‘They remember the last time. They talk over what it meant. 
They wonder how long it can be before the next time’.48）  In this gathering a 
collective personality emerges, one which converges on Downing Street, the 
text explains, not to see the Prime Minister, but because the crisis ‘draws 
them to be near the heart of things’.
Equally importantly, in this visual sequence, looking becomes the expres-
sion of the desire for information. The ‘people’ are waiting to see, to know 
what is going on, but they are excluded by the governing elite, literally pre-
vented from seeing what is going on behind the closed doors of parliament. 
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As Marian Yee discusses, by dramatizing knowledge as being able to see the 
workings of power, what is really being dramatized is the power of photo-
graphic representation to convey knowledge.49）  Just as the people are shown 
as wanting access to information unmediated by anything but their own 
eyes, so photography—as the opening photograph of European leaders pre-
paring to divide up a country shows—is presented as the medium which wit-
nesses world events. The primacy of the image as access to truth over the 
primacy of the word is further replicated in the greater proportion of photog-
raphy to text in the magazines.
Picture Post acknowledges its role as the provider of the visual information 
which ‘the people’ ‘want’ by placing itself on two visual levels. On one level, 
the magazine announces its visual authority in its ability to see more than 
what the people can see, as was shown in the first full-page photograph in 
which the camera is able to record what happened in the Conference room 
with Hitler and Chamberlain. In the following photo-story of the crowd gath-
ered at 10 Downing Street, however, the camera shows the point of view of 
those who are not allowed to witness or participate in the political process. 
The camera remains outside the doors of political power, alongside the peo-
ple:  Picture Post looks with the people. By dramatizing its photographic 
viewpoint as an extension of what the people see, Picture Post presents itself 
as representing ‘the people’. By simultaneously occupying the limited vision 
from the level of the street, and the ‘omnipresent’ view which takes the cam-
era behind closed doors to view the workings of world events, the Picture 
Post look contrives both to reproduce the appearance of the real world and to 
be representative of the people. Thus, although resembling other observer 
essays, ‘The World Looks at No.10’ is in fact an important and novel manipu-
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lation of the genre.
The politicisation of the observer observed motif is further indicated in 
the essay, ‘What Are They Talking About’, in the second issue. Instead of in-
dividual observers, the photographs depict clusters of people in conversa-
tion—chorus girls, old women, university students, workers and policemen. 
Picture Post argued that these conversations were the basis of public opinion 
and the worthiest object of attention:  ‘Fascinating to watch at such times 
[crisis] is the way public opinion is formed and the way, given a little time, it 
comes up to the surface and is expressed—in newspapers, in Parliament, in 
the actions of statesmen, in changes, sometimes, in government’.50）  The 
democratic potential of observation was broached, opening up a whole field 
of inquiry to the magazine.
The same quality can be seen in the feature on the Promenade Concerts:  
the first photograph is devoted to Sir Henry Wood conducting from the 
score;  the second to the orchestra itself—‘Bassoons’. . . ‘Horns’—this shows 
faces riveted to the music, the frame crammed full of instruments;  the third 
photograph is a study of the listening audience—faces and bodies oblivious 
to the camera, ‘rapt in attention’. It is a characteristic movement of a Picture 
Post photo-story to ‘pivot around’ from the conventional ‘news value’ photo-
graph or subject until it gets into clearer focus and details the participating 
actors and onlookers. This clarity of attention, as Stuart Hall suggests, raises 
the ‘unnoticed subjects’ to a sort of equality of status, photographically, with 
the heroic subjects (Prime Ministers) and activities which they elsewhere 
depict. As Hall concludes, this is the beginning of the ‘democratisation of the 
subject’ in photography.51）  ‘We have a number of journals that gives us the 
voice of democracy. PICTURE POST can give us the eyes of democracy. More 
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power to your democratic lens’, is from a reader’s letter.52） 
Documentary photography of the 1930s worked specifically to present a 
case for a commonly perceived reality based on certain shared experiences. 
Picture Post visually developed a rhetoric of the ‘ordinary’, which was part of 
the documentary mode as a whole. Within this rhetoric, there was a focus 
on ordinary people and their daily realities as a subject worthy of observa-
tion and attention. At the same time, using observer-observed motifs, Pic-
ture Post, as we have seen, attempted to teach the British people not only 
how to see, but how to see themselves. This new tool of self-examination 
and self-apprehension developed both political ramifications and the democ-
ratisation of observing the subject matter.
The convention of photographing one’s family members and arranging the 
picture within a family album did not draw breath until cameras were cheap-
er and more widely available.53）  In the 1930s, few people besides profession-
al photographers could afford the new light-weight Leicas which freed the 
photographer from the studio and made spontaneous photography possible. 
Instead of following a visual convention, Picture Post can be said to have ‘in-
vented’ the convention of the family album and done so on two levels. First, 
it introduced the idea that ‘ordinary’ people, not only dignitaries, were wor-
thy of being photographed, an idea which would become more widespread 
as pocket cameras became cheaper. Second, it shaped this image of ‘the peo-
ple’ into a distinct common identity based on the notion of shared ancestry 
and homeland.
Lorant’s work in creating this image of community was by no means lost 
on the British editor, Tom Hopkinson, who took over Lorant’s position when 
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Lorant left the country at the outbreak of the war. Hopkinson continued the 
style which Lorant developed for Picture Post, and certainly with the same 
sense of political urgency. But what was significant for Lorant was that he 
was never sentimental about the national sentiments which he worked to 
foster. Lorant was not an English citizen, and he left suddenly for New York 
in June 1940, convinced, Hopkinson reported, that the democracies would 
make a deal with Hitler—a deal with dreadful consequences for a ‘bloody 
foreigner’ like himself. This brings up another important element-the fact 
that the names of the photographers were never mentioned in Picture Post;  
all the work was anonymous, so that the public were not to know that the 
backbone of the paper consisted of foreigners.54） 
Through a number of visual strategies such as photo-stories and observ-
er-observed motifs, dealing with sociological observation and the way that 
the British viewed themselves, Picture Post reworked areas of conflict, such 
as labour, class, and industrial vs. rural England into images of unity by 
transforming work into redemptive activity;  class into family;  and city vs. 
country into the English homeland.
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